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A lattice is a set of points in n-dimensional space
with a periodic structure. Lattice-based cryp-
tosystem holds a great promise for post-quantum
cryptography [1], as they enjoy very strong secu-
rity proofs based on the worst-case hardness, rela-
tively efficient implementations, as well as great
simplicity. The first lattice-based cryptosystem
was proposed by Ajtai and Dwork [2], whose secu-
rity is based on the lattice problems in the worst-
case. After their seminal work, several lattice-
based cryptosystems have been proposed till now,
such as collision-resistant hash functions [3], signa-
ture schemes [4], encryption schemes [5], and other
primitives [6]. Most of lattices in these lattice-
based cryptosystems are q-ary lattices. In the q-
ary lattices the small integer solution (SIS) prob-
lem, inhomogeneous small integer solution (ISIS)
problem and learning with errors problem (LWE)
have been researched widely because of its enjoy-
ing in worst-case hardness guarantees [7].

In 2014, Wang et al. [8] proposed a lattice-based
key exchange protocol based on the small integer
solution (SIS) problem. In 2016, Gupta et al. in-
troduced a man in the middle attack against the
scheme. But this introduction was no novelty, be-

cause the authors of the original paper [9] already
considered this aspect. In this article, we present
an efficient shared key attack algorithm which runs
in polynomial time against the protocol to recover
the shared key, and experimental results also show
that the attack algorithm succeeds to recover the
shared key efficiently. This renders Wang’s lattice-
based key exchange protocol insecure. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the first efficient cryptanal-
ysis of the Wang et al.’s lattice-based key exchange
protocol.

Notations. First, we establish some notations:
Z is the ring of integers; Zq is the finite field mod-
ule q; Z

m×m
q is the space of m × m-dimensional

matrices in Zq; ‖ ·‖ is the l2 Euclidean norm; Cap-
italized bold letter indicates a matrix, such as A;
0 is a zeros matrix or zeros vector; lowercase bold
letter indicates a column vector, such as x; 〈x,y〉
is an inner product of x,y; xT is the transposition
of x; rank(·) is the rank in Z

m×m
q .

Description of the protocol [8]. Before we de-
scribe the key exchange protocol of Wang et al.,
let us first introduce some problems in their paper.
In [8], they extended the SIS and ISIS problems to
Bilateral SIS problem and Bilateral ISIS problem.
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They denoted the corresponding problems by Bi-
SIS and Bi-ISIS, respectively.

Definition 1 (Bi-SIS problem). The Bi-SIS is as
follows: given integers n,m, q (m > n log q), a real
β and a matrix A ∈ Z

m×m
q with rank equals to

n, the goal is to find two nonzero integer vectors
x,y ∈ Z

m \ {0} that satisfy
{

Ax = 0 mod q and ‖x‖ 6 β,

yTA = 0 mod q and ‖y‖ 6 β.

Definition 2 (Bi-ISIS problem). The Bi-ISIS is
as follows: given integers n,m, q (m > n log q), a
real β and a matrix A ∈ Z

m×m
q with rank equals

to n, two vectors b1, b2 ∈ Z
m
q , the goal is to find

two integer vectors x,y ∈ Z
m \ {0} that satisfy

{

Ax = b1 mod q and ‖ x ‖6 β,

yTA = bT2 mod q and ‖ y ‖6 β.

Lemma 1 ( [8]). The new problems Bi-
SISq,m,β/Bi-ISISq,m,β are as hard as the
SISq,m,β/ISISq,m,β problems.

Improvement is made to provide double-side op-
erations between square matrices and row/column
vectors; however, the Bi-SIS and Bi-ISIS problems
are as hard as SIS and ISIS problems, respectively.

They also extended Bi-ISIS to the following
problem.

Definition 3 (Bi-ISIS∗ problem). Given integers
n,m, q (m > n log q), a real β as in SIS, and a
matrix A ∈ Z

m×m
q with rank equals to n, e1 is

linearly independent with column vectors of A,
e2 is linearly independent with row vectors of A,
given vectors b1 ∈ {Az + e1 : z ∈ Z

m, 〈e2, z〉 = 0
mod q} and bT2 ∈ {zTA+eT2 : z ∈ Z

m, 〈e1, z〉 = 0
mod q}, the goal is to find a vector x ∈ Z

m and a
vector y ∈ Z

m, such that
{

Ax+ e1 = b1 mod q and ‖x‖ 6 β,

yTA+ eT2 = bT2 mod q and ‖y‖ 6 β.

In [8], they said that when e1 and e2 are given,
the Bi-ISIS∗ problem is essentially a Bi-ISIS prob-
lem. However, from our analysis, we showed that
the Bi-ISIS∗ problem is not as hard as Bi-ISIS
problem when e1 and e2 are given.

Definition 4 (CBi-ISIS problem and DBi-ISIS
problem). Given the parameters n,m, q and m >
n log q as in the ISIS problem, a matrixA ∈ Z

m×m
q

with rank equals to n. For any vectors x ∈ Z with
‖x‖ 6 β, and y ∈ Z with ‖y‖ 6 β, there exists two
vector sets: {v1, . . . ,vn} which is linearly inde-
pendent with rows vectors of A, and {u1, . . . ,un}

which is linearly independent with column vectors
of A, such that 〈vi,x〉 = 0 mod q and 〈ui,y〉 = 0
mod q (1 6 i 6 n). The CBi-ISIS problem and
the DBi-ISIS problem are defined as follows:

Computational Bi-ISIS (CBi-ISIS) prob-
lem. Given Ax + e1 and yTA + eT2 , the goal is
to compute yTAx mod q.

Decisional Bi-ISIS (DBi-ISIS) problem.
The goal is to distinguish between the two dis-
tributions (A,Ax + e1,y

TA + eT2 ,y
TAx) and

(A,Ax+e1,y
TA+ eT2 , z), where z ∈ Zq are cho-

sen uniformly at random, e1 =
∑

i∈S ui mod q
by using {u1, . . . ,un}, S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is a ran-
dom subset, eT2 =

∑

i∈S′ v
T
i mod q by using

{v1, . . . ,vn}, and S′ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is a random sub-
set.

We present a simple description of the scheme
proposed by Wang et al. The more details of key
exchange procedure can be seen in [8]. Wang et
al. provided some suggestions for the parameters:
q is a prime(≈ n2), m = 2n log q, and a concrete
parameter selection in their experiment: n = 64,
q = 4099(≈ n2) , m = 1536(≈ 2n log q).

Our attack. The security of Wang et al.’s key ex-
change protocol is based on the hardness assump-
tion of the CBi-ISIS problem and the DBi-ISIS
problem; the definitions of CBi-ISIS and DBi-ISIS
problem are described in Definition 4.

Some novel elements are used in our method.
Therefore, for giving a clear description of our at-
tack, we define some notations. We let ∆⊥(A) =
{t ∈ Z

m
q : At = 0 mod q}, ∆⊥(AT) = {s ∈

Z
m
q : ATs = 0 mod q} ∆⊥(V ) = {t ∈ Z

m
q :

V t = 0 mod q}, ∆⊥(U
T
) = {s ∈ Z

m
q : U

T
s = 0

mod q}, where V = (vT
1 · · · vT

n )
T ∈ Z

n×m
q ,U =

(u1 · · · un ) ∈ Z
m×n
q , v1, . . . ,vn and u1, . . . ,un

are column vectors which are the same with Step 2
in Wang et al.’s key exchange protocol.

∆⊥(A),∆⊥(AT),∆⊥(V ) and ∆⊥(U
T
) are four

vectors space; which are generated by A, AT, V

and U
T
, respectively.

For the sake of convenience, we denote the per-
turbation vector

∑

i∈S ui and
∑

i∈S′ v
T
i as

e1 =
∑

i∈S

ui = U
T
z1, e

T
2 =

∑

i∈S′

vT
i = zT

2 V ,

where z1 and z2 are vectors in {0, 1}n, because
S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and S′ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} are random
subsets, and z1 is known by Alice, z2 is known by
Bob.
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Table 1 Recovering the shared key by Algorithm 1

n m q DS Time (s) Result

128 3854 10007 2128 27842.89 Success

80 3240 6421 280 8201.06 Success

64 1536 4099 264 1638.64 Success

The core idea of our attack is based on attack-
ing the CBi-ISIS problem. We first describe the
shared key attack method as in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Shared key attack

Input A, b1 = Ax + e1, bT2 = yTA + eT2 , V =

(vT
1 · · · vT

n
)T U = ( u1 · · · un ).

Output The shared key.

Step1 PLU Factorization A = PLU mod q, AT =
P1L1U1 mod q.

Step2 Solve T1 ∈ Z
(m−n)×m

q satisfying T1A = 0 through
solving U1T

T
1 = 0 with rank(T1) = m− n.

Solve T2 ∈ Z
m×(m−n)
q satisfying AT2 = 0 through

solving UT2 = 0 with rank(T1) = m− n.

Step3 Compute T1b1 = T1Uz1 mod q, then to obtain
z1.

Compute bT2 T2 = zT
2 V T2 mod q, then to obtain

z2.

Step4 Compute k1 = Ax = b1 − Uz1 mod q and kT
2 =

yTA = bT2 − zT
2 V mod q.

Step5 Ax = PLUx = k1 mod q ⇒ Ux = (PL)−1k1

mod q.

Solve y′ satisfying y′TU = yTPLU = kT
2 mod q.

Step6 Return y′T(PL)−1k1 mod q.

Experimental results. We implemented the at-
tack on a platform comprising an Intel Dual-Core,
CPU with 2.6 GHz and Windows 7 operating sys-
tem with 4 GB storage memory. We used MAT-
LAB version 7.9 to implement it. The experiment
results are shown in Table 1. Design security is
denoted by DS.

We tested 10 random instances for every
(n,m, q). The experimental results showed that
the attack performed less slowly than what the
theoretical results indicated. One reason could
be that the experiment platform was not taken
into account by theoretical analysis. If we adopted
other platform with object oriented language, the
attack time can be reduced.

Conlusion. As we have shown, the lattice based
key exchange protocol proposed by Wang et al.
is not secure because the shared key attack algo-
rithm we presented in this work can efficiently re-
cover the corresponding shared key in polynomial
time. We proved that the shared key attack al-

gorithm can recover the shared key correctly, and
the experimental results support our view. In ad-
dition, we provide a simple attack example in the
Appendix to illustrate our attack method.
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